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The GRADE approach is a system for rating the quality of a body of evidence in systematic reviews 
and other evidence syntheses, such as health technology assessments, and guidelines and grading 
recommendations in health care. 

GRADE offers a transparent and structured process for developing and presenting evidence 
summaries and for carrying out the steps involved in developing recommendations. 

It can be used to develop clinical practice guidelines (CPG) and other health care recommendations 
(e.g. in public health, health policy and systems and coverage decisions).

What is GRADE?
https://gdt.gradepro.org/app/handbook/handbook.html#h.svwngs6pm0f2
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Systematic reviews should provide a comprehensive summary of the evidence but they should typically 
not include health care recommendations. 

Use of the GRADE approach by systematic review authors terminates after rating the quality of evidence 
for outcomes and clearly presenting the results in an evidence table, i.e. an GRADE Evidence Profile or 
a Summary of Findings table. 

GRADE in systematic reviews
https://gdt.gradepro.org/app/handbook/handbook.html#h.svwngs6pm0f2

https://gdt.gradepro.org/app/handbook/handbook.html#h.dce0ghnajwsm
https://gdt.gradepro.org/app/handbook/handbook.html#h.wlsfq2lmj0gb
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GRADE in context



GRADE – SoF
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Grading of Recommendations 
Assessment,
Development and Evaluation

http://www.gradeworkinggroup.org/
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Establish initial level of evidence
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Raising the level of certainty (confidence) 
of obesrvational studies

Magnitude of effect
Large – may increase one level
Very large – may increase two levels

Dose response gradient
Upgrade one level

Confounding and bias
Upgrade one level
See 
https://gdt.gradepro.org/app/handbook/handbook.html#h.g
wd531rylwaj

Consult a
statistician!

https://gdt.gradepro.org/app/handbook/handbook.html#h.gwd531rylwaj
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Lowering the level of certainty (cinfidence)

«No serious limitations»
Do not downgrade

«Serious limitations»
Downgrade one step
Give explanation

«Very serious limitations»
Downgrade two steps
Give explanation

Publication bias
Not suspected: do not downgrade
Suspected: downgrade one step
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Risk of bias (part of internal validity)

Domains from the Cochrane Handbook: http://handbook.cochrane.org/

http://handbook.cochrane.org/
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Risk of bias summary for 
a body of evidence
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GRADE assesment of study limitations across studies
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Lowering the level of certainty (cinfidence)

«No serious limitations»
Do not downgrade

«Serious limitations»
Downgrade one step
Give explanation

«Very serious limitations»
Downgrade two steps
Give explanation

Publication bias
Not suspected: do not downgrade
Suspected: downgrade one step
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• Similarity in effect estimates

• Results pointing in the same directions

• The confidence intervals cover the effect estimates

28/09/2022

Inconsistency across the results
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Inconsistency - Heterogeneity

No overlap,
same direction of effect

Overlap,
different directions of effect

No overlap,
different directions of effect
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Lowering the level of certainty (cinfidence)

«No serious limitations»
Do not downgrade

«Serious limitations»
Downgrade one step
Give explanation

«Very serious limitations»
Downgrade two steps
Give explanation

Publication bias
Not suspected: do not downgrade
Suspected: downgrade one step



Indirectness of evidence

Differences in population (applicability)

Differences in interventions (applicability)

Differences in outcomes measures (surrogate outcomes)

Indirect Comparisons

https://gdt.gradepro.org/app/handbook/handbook.html#h.w6r7mtvq3mjz

https://gdt.gradepro.org/app/handbook/handbook.html#h.w6r7mtvq3mjz
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Lowering the level of certainty (cinfidence)

«No serious limitations»
Do not downgrade

«Serious limitations»
Downgrade one step
Give explanation

«Very serious limitations»
Downgrade two steps
Give explanation

Publication bias
Not suspected: do not downgrade
Suspected: downgrade one step
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Imprecision

NNT: Number-Needed-to-Treat
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• Not a lot of data – evidence

• Broad confidence intervals

• Precision of results
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Imprecision
How much data do you have?
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Imprecision
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Lowering the level of certainty (cinfidence)

«No serious limitations»
Do not downgrade

«Serious limitations»
Downgrade one step
Give explanation

«Very serious limitations»
Downgrade two steps
Give explanation

Publication bias
Not suspected: do not downgrade
Suspected: downgrade one step



Publication bias

Publication bias is a systematic under-estimation or an over-estimation of the underlying beneficial or 
harmful effect due to the selective publication of studies. Confidence in the combined estimates of effects 
from a systematic review can be reduced when publication bias is suspected, even when the included 
studies themselves have a low risk of bias.
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Funnel plot

28/09/2022

Publication bias
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Let’s look at each step
We are very confident that the true effect lies close to 
that of the estimate of the effect

We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: 
The true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of 
the effect, but there is a possibility that it is 
substantially different

Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The 
true effect may be substantially different from the 
estimate of the effect

We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: 
The true effect is likely to be substantially different 
from the estimate of effect
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GRADE categories for 
the quality of a body of evidence

Quality level Symbol Definition

High ⨁⨁⨁⨁ We are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of 
the estimate of the effect.

Moderate ⨁⨁⨁◯ We are moderately confident in the effect estimate: The true 
effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but 
there is a possibility that it is substantially different. 

Low ⨁⨁◯◯ Our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: The true 
effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the 
effect.

Very low ⨁◯◯◯ We have very little confidence in the effect estimate: The true 
effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate 
of effect.
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Grading of Recommendations Assessment,
Development and Evaluation
http://www.gradeworkinggroup.org/

http://www.gradeworkinggroup.org/
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http://www.gradeworkinggroup.org/

Many online learning 
resources available 
on web-site

http://www.gradeworkinggroup.org/


Learning material - examples

Cochrane interactive learning http://training.cochrane.org/interactivelearning

GRADE https://cebgrade.mcmaster.ca/

Equatornetwork http://www.equator-network.org/

Testing treatments http://www.testingtreatments.org/

http://training.cochrane.org/interactivelearning
https://cebgrade.mcmaster.ca/
http://www.equator-network.org/
http://www.testingtreatments.org/
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